
 

 

 

 

Social Media Prompt Sheet 

 

 

LIQUID TIME CAMPAIGN 

 

 
The following examples are prompts to consider how social media could be used to promote 

the Liquid Time campaign. Each country will have particular social media platforms, or styles 

of social media writing, which are more impactful. You are encouraged to continue with these, 

and simply use the below as inspiration for such activities. We have provided some example 

tweets, and a blog post, all of which can be adapted or used exactly, in order to promote your 

campaigns. 

 

 

 
To support twitter activity we could use a hash tag, enabling people to better 

search campaign activity, and allowing us to track anyone who is tweeting 

using the hash tag. 

 

#liquidtime is available 

 
 

Having a busy day? Missing out on banter with your friends? Stay connected so your time 

flows… find out more with Intel <bit.ly link> 

 

You’ve had a crazy day at work, but somehow you managed to get that BBQ organised – how? 

You kept your time flowing….  <bit.ly link> 

 

What do you use your laptop for – work, play, connecting with friends? You probably do all 

this in Liquid Time… <bit.ly link> 

 

Imagine your laptop vanished…would you feel disconnected, isolated, or maybe just plain old 

bored? <bit.ly link> 

 
Lots of friends on Facebook, with too much news? How do you keep your social networks 

under control? We want to hear your tips! 

 

If your laptop disappeared for a week, what’s the first thing you’d use it to do when you go it 

back? <possible competition?> 

 
We’re all finding out about Liquid Time – a cool new concept from Intel’s ethnographers. 

Learn more with us <bit.ly link> 

 

What’s the best way to spend a spare 5 minutes in your day – social networking, surfing the 

web, email gossip? You tell us… 

 

 



 
 

 

Jungles, laptops and time that stretches 

I don’t know about you but when I hear the word ‘ethnographic’ I think of vine-filled, steamy 

jungles, canvas tents and  intrepid Victorian explorers hacking their way through the 

impenetrable undergrowth. The job description for Intel ethnographers is a bit different but it 

does have its moments -  such as stalking through the urban jungle - observing how people 

make big use of mobile devices.  

This has led to some interesting ‘intimate’ discoveries. For example, did you know that many 

of us now rely on little pockets of time, which bend and weave around our daily activities, to 

keep our lives jigging along? Intel ethnographers, having acutely observed the habits of urban 

creatures, have called this phenomenon ‘Liquid Time’ [link to animation].  

Basically Liquid Time is those moments within the 24 hour clock – whether at work or play – 

when we make use of mobile devices’ ubiquitous connectivity to engage in unplanned but 

valuable activities.  This may be connecting with long-lost relatives, sowing the seeds of a 

jungle expedition with friends, or playing a mindless but funny game.  

You may think it of it as a bit of a stretch to say ‘Liquid Time’ enriches our lives but it does. 

Think of all those impromptu conversations you have with friends via a social network or 

email, the number of times you have used your mobile device to find something unique to you 

(such as a bar that sells Bhutanese beer) or the meetings you have arranged via your mobile 

device. In fact, it’s fair to say that mobile devices and Liquid Time have become absolutely 

essential features of everyday life. If you don’t get that, think about what would happen if you 

lost your mobile device… Exactly.  

 

 

 

Other Social Media Opportunities 

 
Each country manages its social media outreach differently, but whether using Facebook, Bebo, 

MySpace, Studi VZ or another social media platform, there are opportunities here to encourage 

interaction with friends / followers. For example, we could challenge people to tell us the most 

exciting thing they’ve achieved during their Liquid Time or share their tips for keeping a large 

network of friends connected and under control. 

 

We are working with the Intel’s Social Insights Research group to develop their contributions 

to the campaign. Included within this activity is the recommendation of a blog and/or tweets 

from the team which we can link to in our activities. 

 

The Intel EMEA Press Room has opportunities to extend our outreach – for instance linking 

with the Intel twitter feed to appear on the updates board, sharing video content or images, and 

having links to documents in the contents section: 

http://newsroom.intel.com/community/en_eu?view=overview 

 

http://newsroom.intel.com/community/en_eu?view=overview


In a similar fashion, we could look into opportunities to make use of the Intel Chip Chat page, 

where a diverse range of multimedia materials are made available: 

http://video.intel.com/?fr_chl=8dadd0942b860164cb9be9c956e4b37edb08aa97&rf=bm 

 

The animation which accompanies the campaign will be delivered shortly, and this could be 

used on local Intel pages but also on YouTube 

 

 

http://video.intel.com/?fr_chl=8dadd0942b860164cb9be9c956e4b37edb08aa97&rf=bm

